
LISTEN TO "POCKET OPERATIONS", THE PRECURSOR TO "POCKET OPERATIONS II"

check out raz fresco latest album "pocket operations II: forty seconds only" here

explore PO-33 here

hög sjö – overswum (teenage engineering remix)
MAY 4, 2023

last week, a teenage engineering remix of the song "overswum" by the swedish
prog band hög sjö was released, created by teenage engeering's own jonas and
josefine, recorded at pontus winnbergs studio skolhaus.

the creative process behind the remix involved experimenting with super
collider to generate a random structure of the piece. the intention was to break
away from traditional song structures and create something unpredictable and
dynamic. the synthesized voices of the teenage engineering choir were added
to create an otherworldly atmosphere in the music.

OP–1 FIELD TOGETHER WITH TEENAGE ENGINEERING CHOIR

the project was an experiment to see how the ideas and processes of product
development could be translated into music creation.

“the idea behind the remix was to create something that sounded like a 
half-broken toy were the gears sometimes would shift into place and create
coherent music and sometimes just output stumbling tones and rythms”

after creating the super collider soundscape we went to the skolhaus studio
and recorded the teenage engineering choir along with more organic sounds
like rhodes and old synthesizers.

PATRIK BERGER

hög sjö is the artist moniker of the esteemed swedish producer, musician and
songwriter patrik berger. his album with the same name was released earlier
this year. 

listen to the song here

visualize with TX–6
APRIL 6, 2023

recently, producer nick hook and visual creator laurel romero were in town and
swung by teenage engineering hq. playing around with some of our recent, and
upcoming releases, laurel showed us how she’s been using TX–6 to live mix her
visuals. using an ableton plug-in (‘rokvid’ in this case), she turned the multi-
channel mixer into a midi controller, assigning different parameters to different
channels. this allowed her to spontaneously mix her footage with a range of
effects, allowing for free-flowing, one-off collaborations with nick during live
performances.

“nick and i wanted to discover a way to unite our art. we made several attempts
to record, edit… but i felt that we were missing something. we needed to
complement the project… then nick introduced me to the mixer, and an ableton
plugin that would allow me to use it as a midi controller. i started exploring with
videos that i had and it turns out that it was wonderful. it was exactly what i
had been searching for.”

LAUREL ROMERO

using the mixer as a midi controller was only the beginning of romero’s deep
dive into how she can create unique visuals in the moment.

“with the mixer, i have many options to move, control, raise, lower. so i think the
task is to discover what other programs i can use, what can allow me to create
more things? how can you use each button of the mixer and be able to
suddenly combine two programs, as well as two screens, and be able to do it
directly with the mixer. i don't know how many doors of creativity [are
available]”

ROMERO LIVE MIXING VISUALS WITH NICK HOOK ON MUSIC.

“something important that i learned on my path, working hand-in-hand with
nick, is how to connect with people, and the tools play a part in that. the people
that i’ve connected with have seen what i’m doing, and understand that it’s
possible for them to do it too. you don’t need to be an expert, the tools can be
any kind of gear, but [the mixer] has allowed me to connect with people who
are interested in learning how i use it.”

explore TX–6 here

behind the sound pt.2:
vinyl drum kit on OP–1 field.

MARCH 16, 2023

if you run through the drum sounds on OP–1 field, you’ll find ‘classix’, ‘minimo’,
‘grits’ and ‘vinyl’ - all created by our friends at samples from mars. started by
producer, engineer and dj, teddy stuart, they’re a sample label based in nyc
focused on bringing vintage and rare electronic instruments to your daw.

RECORDING RIM SHOTS IN THE STUDIO

“my team and i focus on capturing old drum machines, samplers, synthesizers
and acoustic drums, and processing them through gear that excites us, like
consoles, tape machines, and pressing our own vinyl.”

SAMPLING DIFFERENT PERCUSSION SOUNDS

teddy has been playing guitar since he could form a c chord, but it was getting
involved in music production that prompted a permanent shift in focus towards
hip hop. he began expressing himself “in more sonic ways, by making beats and
designing sounds. at the time, everything was done on a VS-880 multi-track
and an SP-202, by playing drums, guitar and bass parts by hand.”

MIXING THE SOUNDS TO PREPARE THEM FOR PRESSING

jump to 2013. samples from mars is established with a goal of sharing 
“the history of these iconic (and sometimes forgotten) pieces of gear, their role
in music, how we go about using them, and what that might mean for your
music.” their unique and textured samples created from analog equipment was
the key to crafting the vinyl drum kit for OP–1 field.

CUTTING ONTO VINYL

“we began by recording acoustic drum hits and sounds from some of our
favorite drum machines. then we pressed that onto vinyl, and sampled the
results cleanly in a mastering studio. after that, we scratched the record, to
produce various sonic artifacts, and recorded more samples, processing them
with eqs and compressors on the way in. finally, we grouped the sounds into
kits that played well together and popped them on the OP–1 field.”

FROM PRODUCTION TO DESTRUCTION, THE SEARCH 
FOR THE PERFECT SONIC ARTEFACTS FOR VINYL DRUM KIT

this attraction to raw and low-fi sound was how we first came to teddy’s
attention, pocket operators were the gateway.

“i was blown away by how gritty the sound was (uncommon for modern gear),
and the innovative FX sequencing, form factor and low price was all very
compelling. then, we made a sample pack out of it!”

so how does it feel to create sounds that can inspire someone elses creative
expression? “it’s the best part of the job! ...i’m most excited seeing music
interact with the world around me.”

explore OP–1 field here

OP–1 field 19 999 SEK

behind the scenes: 
field desk

MARCH 2, 2023

field desk is a space truss constructed from recycled aluminum and assembled
with a double-sided formica birch plywood desktop. a part of our field rail
system, it’s not our first time creating furniture, but it is the first range available
directly from our store. it is also used by us every day, starting as our very own
in-house workspace solution.

EARLY SKETCHES

“field desk is a part of ‘field rail system’ - a construction system that allows us to
build whatever furniture we need, without any compromises, an opportunity to
create our office environment exactly how we wanted it. we created with
portability in mind, wanting a system of products that would be easy to move
location when needed, evolving with its environment as the context changed.”

christoffer is the lead designer on the project, taking over the original plans from
our head of design, jesper, and head of mechanical engineering, guffe.

CHRISTOFFER OHLANDER

“guffe created the core parts of the rail system, inspired by his background in
camera rigging. the many fixing points on a rig allow for lots of different
accessories and customizations.

“we are an office with lots of people doing different jobs with different needs,
from desk work to creating production jigs and making prototypes. the rail
system allows for a range of add-ons using m5 screws, which you’ll see soon,
but it also allows for your personal creations to be attached.”

FIELD DESK AT TEENAGE ENGINEERING HQ

with the purpose of the system laid out, the opportunity to experiment with
materials and production followed. in the current climate, both literally and
figuratively, we were looking to produce locally with durable materials.

“when i was working on the final iteration, we had the goal of bringing
production to sweden. we were offered to use CIRCAL, recycled engineering
grade aluminum, from our manufacturer Hydro. this quickly became the obvious
choice for the extrusion rail system. the table top is birch plywood at the core,
and formica laminated on both sides so it can be flipped over if ever worn
down.”

https://www.bkrsclb.com/collections/music/products/pocket-operations-ii-forty-seconds-only-digital-album
https://teenage.engineering/store/po-33
https://open.spotify.com/track/00Ilwg3lz5BFVAETbOukGU?si=ee86755e60b94dcd
https://teenage.engineering/products/tx-6
https://teenage.engineering/products/op-1
https://teenage.engineering/designs/frekvens
Dani Rossi
source: teenage.engineering/now


